Neural operations as convolutions, self-attention, and vector aggregation are the go-to choices for recognizing short-range actions. However, they have three limitations in modeling long-range activities. This paper presents PIC, Permutation Invariant Convolution, a novel neural layer to model the temporal structure of long-range activities. It has three desirable properties. i. Unlike standard convolution, PIC is invariant to the temporal permutations of features within its receptive field, qualifying it to model the weak temporal structures. ii. Different from vector aggregation, PIC respects local connectivity, enabling it to learn longrange temporal abstractions using cascaded layers. iii. In contrast to self-attention, PIC uses shared weights, making it more capable of detecting the most discriminant visual evidence across long and noisy videos. We study the three properties of PIC and demonstrate its effectiveness in recognizing the long-range activities of Charades, Breakfast, and MultiThumos.
Introduction
Long-range human activities are well-known for being lengthy in duration [1] , diverse in composition [2] , and chaotic in temporal order [3] , take for example "preparing coffee", see figure 1 . It can take up to ten minutes to unfold, is composed of short, yet plenty, building blocks, called unit-actions [1] , as "take cup" and "pour milk". Moreover, their temporal order can be very chaotic and unpredictable. By how many ways one can make a cup of coffee? And by which specific order of unit-actions? Is there an overarching structure?
Long-range activities exhibit a temporal structure, albeit complex [2] , and have a temporal order, yet weak [3] . Take for example the activity of "preparing coffee". Loosely speaking, its temporal structure is analogous to partially ordered sets [4] , figure 1. This structure can be captured by multiple levels of abstractions. On the macro-level, the activity is divided into a few segments v={s 1 , s 2 , ..., s n }. On the micro-level, each segment consists of a few but 1 2 … Figure 1 : PIC, Permutation Invariant Convolution, recognizes long-range activities using multiple levels of abstractions. On the micro-level of a short segment s 1 , PIC models the correlation between unit-actions, regardless of their order, repetition or duration, s 1 ={ , } = { , , }. On the macro-level, PIC learns the interactions between segments.
highly correlated unit-action that usually occur within the same neighborhood. For example, one segment contain the unit-actions s 1 ={"spoon sugar", "pour milk"}, while another comprise s 2 ={"take cup", "pour coffee"}. Across video exemplars of preparing coffee, there is no single correct order of these unit-actions in each segment. The question is how to model such a disordered temporal structure?
From the literature, we conclude three predominant approaches for temporal modeling of long-range activities: convolution [2, 5] , self-attention [6, 7] and vector aggregation [8, 9] , see figure 2. Convolution is successful in learning strong temporal patterns [5] thanks to operating on local windows, i.e. convolution regards temporal locality. Also, it learns long-range dependencies using cascaded layers [10] . But even with multi-scale kernels [2] , convolution is sensitive to the temporal order of the receptive field, thus it is less suited for modeling the chaotic structure of long-range activities.
In contrast, vector aggregation, is invariant to the temporal order. But the downside is that it ignores temporal locality. So, it is unable to learn multiple levels of abstractions using cascaded layers. Note that there is only one layer used in ActionVlad [9] . Self-attention, as Nonlocal [6, 7] , uses key-value pair of vectors to capture the long-range dependencies. This pair are not shared, but rather are inferred : Compared to other temporal modeling layers, PIC has three benefits. i. Temporal locality to learn long-range temporal abstractions using a cascade of layers. ii. Shared weights (i.e. key-value kernels) to detect the discriminant concepts. iii. Invariant to the temporal permutation with in the receptive field, better for modeling weak structures.
from the input signal [11] . So, self-attention is less successful in detecting the most discriminant visual evidence from the noisy input signal of long-range activities.
To overcome the limitations of previous methods, we propose PIC, Permutation Invariant Convolution, a temporal modeling layer with three novelties: i. Unlike typical convolutions [5] , PIC is invariant to the temporal permutations within the local window. The result is being better suited to handle the different temporal orders by which a long-range activity takes place. ii. In contrast to self-attention [6] , it uses shared weights for better detection of salient visual evidence in noisy long-range activities. iii. Different from vector aggregation [8, 9] and self-attention [6] , PIC considers local connectivity. Thus, it learns multiple levels of abstractions using layer cascade. The outcome of the proposed PIC layer is enabling off-theshelf CNNs to recognize long-range human activities and outperform existing methods on three Benchmarks: Charades [12] , Breakfast [1] , and MultiThumos [13] .
Related Work
Short-range Activities. An important task in understanding is recognizing short-and mid-range actions. These actions usually take up to 10 seconds to occur. For example, actions is sports, as UCF [14] , Sports-1M [15] , or human interactions as Kinetics [16] . To address these benchmarks, literature propose methods for modeling the pattern, structure [10] , order [17] , and motion [18, 19] of the temporal signals.
Long-range Activities. Recently, there is a major interest in understanding long-range activities, which brings news challenges. The reason is that these activities are com-plex [2] , take longer to unfold [1] and are harder to model their temporal structure [3, 20] . New benchmarks are proposed, as Charades [12] , Epic-Kitchens [21] , Breakfast [1] , MultiThumos [13, 22] , YouCook [23] or Tasty [24] . This paper focuses on modeling and recognizing longrange human activities. After a closer look into the related literature of only long-range modeling, one can conclude the prevalence of three approaches: convolution [2] , selfattention [6, 7] , and vector aggregation [9, 8] , see figure 2.
Convolution. In this vein, convolutional kernels learn to detect patterns within a local window, i.e. receptive field. Then, using a cascade of layers, convolution can learn multiple levels of abstractions [25, 26] . So, one can simply attribute the success of convolutional models to two factors: respecting temporal locality and learning complex representations using cascaded layers. The outcome is many successful CNN architectures for image [25, 27] and action understanding [28, 29] , temporal localization [8] , and sequential modeling [30] .
However, temporal convolutions are sensitive to the temporal order, even with multi-scale kernels [2, 31] . Differently, this paper proposes PIC, which is invariant to temporal permutation and more permissive to the many temporal configurations exhibited by a long-range activity.
Self-attention. Attention is extensively used in many tasks as image captioning [32] , temporal detection [33] and action recognition [34, 35] . Recently, self-attention shows success in machine translation [11] thanks to using a pair of vectors, namely key-value. Self-attention is adopted by various methods for graph representation [36] , image recognition [6] , video understanding [7, 37] , and efficient recognition [38] .
Though, the limitation of self-attention [6] is twofold. First, it ignores temporal locality, which is fundamental to learning multiple levels of abstractions [39] . Second, the key-value pairs are inferred from the input, which limits their recognition ability [40] . In contrast, PIC uses weight sharing of the key-value pairs for a better filtering of the visual evidence in a noisy and long activity. Weight sharing is paramount to not only convolution but also to self-attention, as explained by [40] .
Vector Aggregation. This line of work pool feature representations of video frames over long-range sequence. Simple pooling methods is used as max [20] , attention [41] , and gating [42] . While others opt for more complex aggregation as Vlad [8, 9] and Fisher Vectors [43] . The upside of such methods is scaling up to long-range activities and being invariant to their scale, order and repetition.
Nevertheless, the downside of vector aggregation is that the temporal locality is ignored, and the temporal structure is overlooked. That's why Vlad methods opt for only one layer of temporal modeling. As an alternative, PIC regards temporal locality, thus able to learn multiple levels of abstractions using cascaded layers.
Method
First, we introduce PIC, Permutation Invariant Convolution, and discuss its novelties over existing layers for temporal modeling: convolution [2] , self-attention [6] and vector aggregation [9] . Then, we describe how it can be fitted on top of modern CNNs. Finally, we detail the final model architecture and its implementation.
Motivation
The structure of the long-range activities can be thought of as partially ordered sets, which constitute multiple levels of abstractions. On the macro-level, the entire video v of long-rage activity consists of a few segments v={s 1 , s 2 , s 3 , ...}, But on the micro-level, each segment s i consists a few highly-correlated unit-actions, albeit with no particular order or number of repetitions. Take for example the activity of "preparing coffee", see figure 1. One segment contains the unitactions s 1 ={"take cup", "pour coffe"}, while another comprise s 2 ={"pour sugar", "spoon sugar", "pour milk"}, and so on so forth. It is demonstrated by [2] that the multi-level structure of long-range activity can be learned using convolutional approach with a cascade of layers. The bottom layers learn the correlation between the unit-actions within each segment, while the top layers learn the interactions between the segments. First, we discuss the standard temporal convolution, and its limitation in modeling the chaotic structure of long-range activities. Standard Temporal Convolution. As we are interested in temporal modeling, we omit the spatial dimensions and focus only on the temporal dimension, for clarity. For which, the temporal convolution works as follows. It relies on a learned kernel
where T, C are the kernel size and dimension, respectively. At the i-th timestep, the input feature in a local window
With this operation, the kernel W learns to detect the exact temporal order of the sequence X w . However, the downside is that this operation is sensitive to the precise sequential order of X w . In other words, standard temporal convolutions are not permissive to the many temporal configurations a sequence of unit-actions can take place in a long-range activity. For example, there is no one particular order by which the sequence {"pour sugar", "take cup", "pour milk"} can occur in the activity of "preparing coffee". One possible solution is multi-scale convolutions [2] . They can model temporal sequences that differ in their temporal extent. However, they are still sensitive to the temporal order. Another possible solution is using more convolutional kernels, such that each learns a different temporal order. This solution is computationally prohibitive, and cannot account for all possible permutations, especially for longer temporal patterns. So, to successfully model long-range activities, a strong requirement is that the convolution operation has to be invariant to the temporal order of unit-actions within the local window, i.e. within the receptive field. For there exist many ways one can perform the activity of "preparing coffee", with no strict order. To this end, we propose PIC, an invariant convolutional operation to replace the standard convolution for temporal modeling of long-range activities.
PIC: Permutation Invariant Convolution
The goal is to make the standard convolution permissive to the weak temporal order of long-range activities. We propose PIC, Permutation Invariant Convolution, see figure 3 . PIC takes as an input the features X w in a local window. To model their correlations regardless of their order, PIC uses a pair of kernels, inspired by self-attention operation [6, 11] . The pair is demoted as the keys K ∈ R M ×C and the values V ∈ R M ×C , where M is the number of kernels, and C is the kernel dimension. The keys K are known to act as a detector for M latent visual concepts. Using an outer product ⊗ between the keys K and all the features of the local window X w , we get the similarity matrix s ∈ R M ×T . Intuitively, s encodes the possibility of any of the M latent concepts to ever exist in the local window. By max-pooling the similarities s over the temporal dimension of the local window, we get s ∈ R M ×1 . We interpret s as the maximum possibility of M concepts to take place in the local window.
After obtaining the maximum similarities s , we opt for values kernel V to represent only those detected. The main purpose of using a pair of kernels K, V instead of one is twofold. First, using a pair enables PIC to decouple detecting the concepts using the keys K, from representing them with the values V . Decoupling is proposed by [11] and successfully used in [6] . Second, by decoupling the kernels, we can have more keys K ∈ R M ×C for detection and less values V ∈ R M ×C for representation, where M << M . The next step is using a dense layer f θ (·) to model the correlation between the maximum similarities s , and also to embed them from a higher dimension R M ×1 to a lower dimension R M ×1 . Then, an activation σ = ReLU is used to rectify the similarities, resulting in the activated similarity α ∈ R M ×1 . The final step is an inner product between the similarities α and the values V to arrive at the final representation y ∈ R 1×C . PIC is formulated as
PIC Layer. After outlining the PIC operation, now we discuss how PIC can be used as a modular layer. PIC is a convolutional neural layer placed on top of backbone CNNsbe it 2D or 3D, see figure 4 . It draws inspirations and design principles from a few related works [2, 6, 44] . In total, we list four design principles that govern PIC layer. i. PIC uses a residual bottleneck for reducing the computation [27, 44] . Before convolving the input features X w ∈ R T ×C with PIC, their dimension is reduced from C to C = C/4 using a dense layer g φ (·). And to enable residual connection, the input dimension C is recovered by another dense layer h ψ (·). ii. Instead of using one kernel as in standard convolution, PIC uses a pair of key-value kernels (K, V ) [6, 11] , to decouple concept detection from concept representation. iii. PIC focuses on modeling only the temporal dimension [2] , leaving the spatial dimensions for the backbone CNN to handle. iv. Similar to the kernels of standard convolution, the kernels K, V learned by PIC are shared weights, i.e. model parameters, and are not inferred from the window features X w . While in [6] , the keys and values K, V are inferred from the input X w . The upside of having shared kernels K, V is the ability to detect the most representative visual concepts across the entire long-range activity, and not being conditioned on the visual signals in a narrow local window. This is an important design choice for modeling such activities, particularly when we do not know if X w ever contains informative or noisy evidence. In addition, PIC respects temporal locality. In other words, it convolve the features of local windows X w , in contrast to global windows used in self-attention [6] . temporal locality enables PIC to learn multiple levels of abstractions with cascaded layers. Figure 4 : PIC layer models only the temporal dimension. It has shared kernels K, V to learn discriminant concepts. A residual bottleneck is used to reduce computation.
Final Model
We start with an off-the-shelf backbone CNN, be it 2D CNN as ResNet [27] or 3D CNN as I3D [5] . Then, we stack a cascade of four PIC layer layers on top of the last convolution layer of the backbone CNN. Each layer consists of PIC convolution followed by BatchNorm for normalization, LeakyReLU for activation, and MaxPool with stride 2 for downsampling.
Given a video v of long-range activity, we uniformly sample N segments v = {s j | j ∈ [1, ...N ]}. Each segment s j consists of L = 8 successive video frames, and is processed by the backbone CNN, up to the last convolution layer. The output convolutional feature is x j ∈ R 1024×7×7 . We call x j the feature of the j-th timestep, because it corresponds to the j-th segment of the video. The videolevel features are then X = {x j | j ∈ {1, ..., N }, where N is the temporal dimension, or the number of timesteps. To model the temporal structure of the entire video v, we feed-forward the features X to the cascade of PIC layers. Thanks to using a downsampling with stride 2, and four PIC layers in the cascade, the temporal footprint of the input features X is reduced to N/4. And so, the output feature is Z ∈ R 1024×7×7×N/4 . For video classification, Z is pooled over the spatial and temporal dimensions, and feed-forwarded to a two-layer MLP with BatchNorm and ReLU. The MLP uses softmax and sigmoid as the last activation functions for the tasks of single-label and multilabel classification, respectively. Implementation. For each dataset, we follow a two-stage procedure to train our final model. In the first stage, the backbone CNN is pre-trained on the dataset at hand. We follow the same training details provided by the authors of the backbone CNN, for example I3D [5] . In the second stage, the cascade of PIC layers is placed on top of the last convolutional layer of the backbone CNN. Only PIC layers, along with the classifier, are trained on the dataset at hand, while the backbone is kept frozen. The model is trained for 100 epochs and with batch size 32. For optimization, we opt for SGD with 0.1, 0.9 and 1e-5 as the learning rate, momentum and weight decay, respectively. Also, we experiment Adam with 0.01 and 1e-4 as the learning rate and epsilon , respectively. TensorFlow [45] and Keras [46] are used for implementation. Code is made public upon publication.
Experiments
As manifested by figure 2, there exist three predominant approaches for temporal modeling and recognizing longrange activities. These approaches: self-attention, vector aggregation and convolution, and they are exemplified by the following temporal layers: Nonlocal [6] , and Action-Vlad [9] and Timeception [2] , respectively. In this section, we compare PIC against these layers. In addition, we conduct a comprehensive analysis of the properties of PIC and showcase how it enables existing CNNs to better model and recognize the long-range activities.
Datasets
Charades [12] is video dataset for multi-label action classification, with total number of 157 unit-action classes. It contains 8k, 1.2k and 2k videos for training, validation and test splits, respectively (67 hrs for training split). Each video can be thought of a long-range human activity. On average, each video is 30 seconds and contains 6 different unit-actions. Thus, Charades meets the criteria of complex actions. We use mean Average Precision (mAP) for evaluation.
Breakfast [1] is a dataset for unscripted cooking-oriented human activities. It contains 1712 videos in total, 1357 for training and 335 for test. The average length of videos is 2.3 minutes. It is a video classification task of 10 categories of breakfast activities, where each video represents only one activity. Besides, each video has 5 unit-actions composing its activity. In total, there are 48 classes of unit-actions. In our experiments, we only use the activity annotation, and we do not use the annotation of unit-actions.
MultiTumos [13] is a dataset for untrimmed human activities in videos, with the primary focus of temporal localization. It contains 65 action classes and 400 videos (30 hrs). Each video can be thought of a complex action, which comprises 11 unit-actions on average. MultiThumos extends the original Thumos-14 [22] by providing multi-label annotation for the videos in validation and test splits. Having multiple and dense labels for the video frames enable temporal models to benefit from the temporal relations between unit-actions across the video. The metric mAP is used for evaluation.
Dissection of PIC
As presented earlier, PIC is a convolutional operation better suited for recognizing long-range activities, thanks to three favorable properties: i. invariance to permutation, ii. respect local connectivity, iii. using shared kernels for the key-value pairs. So, in the following experiments, we dissect the PIC layer to highlight the individual importance of each of these three properties. These experiments use Breakfast [13] , as it is the only available dataset for singlelabel recognition of long-range activities.
Permutation Invariance. PIC is, by design, invariant to the temporal permutations within windows of local connectivity. It achieves so by two operations: outer product ⊗ between the input X w and the keys K in equation 2, and the max row (·) operation in equation 3. To examine the importance of invariance, we build a variant of PIC, named PIC-Ordered. In which, we convolve the input X w with K instead of using outer product ⊗. And we remove the max row (·) operation, thus making PIC-Ordered dependable on the temporal order within the local window X w . PIC-Ordered is formalized as
Then, we train baselines accordingly and measure the performance. Timeception is included in this comparison, as it is a multi-scale convolutional layer, and able to handle slight temporal permutations.
Uniform

Coarse Perm
Fine Perm Figure 5 : Three different ways of sampling timesteps from a test video: uniform, coarse, and fine permutation.
During testing, we use three different ways to sample N timesteps from a test video: i uniform, ii. coarse permutation, and iii. fine permutation, see figure 5 . The reason is that we want to introduce randomness to the temporal order, and measure how the baseline methods perform in such cases. Results are reported in Our observation is that not only PIC outperforms other layers, but also is has the lowest drop in performance in both cases of fine and coarse perturbations of the temporal information. In addition, we notice that Timeception is slightly more tolerant to perturbations, thanks to its multi-scale kernels. The conclusion is that PIC is more permissible than others to the many ways a long-range activity can happen.
Local v.s. Global Connectivity. PIC is a convolution layer with a temporal receptive field of size T . That's to say, given N features corresponding to N timesteps of a video, PIC operates on local windows, each of size T , where T N . This gives PIC the ability to learn temporal abstractions of long-range activities at different layers of the network. Our assumption is, if a temporal layer is globally connected to the entire video, then there is no need to cascade multiple layers, as this layer would already summarize all the visual evidence in this video. Note that local connectivity is fundamental to convolutions as well as selfattention [39] . To test this assumption, we devise a variant of PIC, called PIC-Global, that is not restricted by a window size. Its receptive field is as big as the input video T =N . Then, we train baselines fitted with PIC-Global and PIC. In this comparison, we include ActionVlad and Nonlocal, as both are temporal layers with global receptive field.
Baseline
Accuracy (%) @ Layer Table 2 : Having a local receptive field enables PIC to learn levels of abstractions at multiple layers. Thus, improving monotonically by stacking more layers. Others don't witness the same benefit, as they use global receptive field.
As shown in table 2, both Timeception and PIC improve monotonically by stacking more layers. In contrary, the other layers witness a performance plateau after the first or second layer is the stack. The conclusion is that, the complexity of long-range activities can be captured by a temporal layer of local receptive field. And over a cascade of layers, the entire complexity is learned.
Shared v.s. Inferred Kernels. Inspired by the selfattention [6, 11] , PIC uses a pair of kernels K, V to learn latent concepts. But the difference is that, in PIC, these kernels are shared weights, and not inferred from the input video as in [6] . In short-range videos, it is acceptable to have K, V inferred from a sampled segment from the video, it usually contains most, if not all of the representative visual evidence. But in long-range video, the sampled segment might not contain all the evidences. To verify the importance of shared kernels, we construct a variant, named PIC-Inferred. In which, the pair K, V are inferred from the input features X w using two dense layers g γ (·), g λ (·), similar to Nonlocal [6] . It is formulated as
Then, we train baselines and compare their results. We include Nonlocal in this comparison, as it also uses inferred kernels K, V . The outcome is reported in table 3. We observe that PIC outperforms the other baselines by a considerable margin. The conclusion is, when it comes to modeling the long-range activities, its important for the convolutional temporal layers to use shared kernels.
Baseline Accuracy (%) @ Layer Table 3 : Thanks to sharing the kernels (K, V ), PIC is better at learning concepts than layers with inferred kernels.
Analysis of PIC
PIC in a modular temporal layer that resides on top of existing backbone CNNs -be it 2D as ResNet or 3D as I3D. To better utilize it for these CNNs, we analyze the upsides and downsides of PIC. And we study three factors: i. effectiveness v.s. efficiency., ii. optimal sizes of receptive field and downsampling, iii. extensibility to input video length, and iv. scalability with backbone CNNs.
Effectiveness v.s. Efficiency. In this analysis, we demonstrate that PIC is an efficient layer for temporal modeling. Also, we show that PIC scales sub-linearly using deeply cascaded layers. We compare against other layers for temporal modeling. Most notably, we include Timeception [2] , as it is known for its efficiency. When quantifying the efficiency, we use four metrics: i. CPU feedforward time in milliseconds, ii. number of model parameters in millions, iii. number of floating point operations in mega FLOPs, and iv. classification accuracy of Breakfast activities.
As shown in figure 6 , PIC is very efficient layer, and it scales sub-linearly when stacked. One observation is that Timeception and PIC are the most efficient layers, and both brings about monotonic improvements in the accuracy using cascaded layers. Nevertheless, PIC outperforms Timeception by a considerable margin. We conclude from this analysis that PIC achieves the best tradeoff between efficiency and effectiveness.
Size of Receptive Field and Downsampling. PIC is, in principle, a convolutional operation applied to windows of Accuracy (%) Figure 6 : On x-axis, the number of stacked layers. While on y-axes, the the efficiency of temporal layers using four metrics: i. CPU feedforward time (milliseconds), ii. model parameters (millions), iii. number of operations (mega FLOPS), and iv. classification accuracy (%). PIC has the best tradeoff between efficiency and effectiveness.
local connectivity along the temporal dimension of longrange activities. As such, two of its most important hyperparameters are the window size and downsampling size.
Here, we experiment different configurations to arrive at the best choice. For this, we use two layers of PIC, each of window size T and followed by a max-pooling operation for downsampling, with stride s. Our observation is that, while increasing the window size helps PIC to have a bigger receptive field, this improvement degrades for T > 9. Based on this analysis of Breakfast dataset, the recommended window size is T = 9. As for the downsampling, we find that s = 2 is the optimal stride, while more aggressive strides s = {3, 4} are detrimental.
Stride Size (s)
Window Size (T ) Table 4 : PIC accuracy when changing the convolution window size T and the downsampling stride size s.
Number of Latent Concepts.
PIC makes used of shared pair of kernels (K, V ), where M, M are the number of K and V respectively. In our experiments, we found that choosing these hyperparameters is of importance to the accuracy. A rule of thump is, for large datasets, as Charades, where there are many action categories, using large number of keys and values M = M = {64, 128} is important. While in medium-scale datasets, as Breakfast, we found that as little as M = M = {16, 32} would suffice.
Qualitative Analysis
Learned Concepts. PIC learns latent concepts using the key kernels K. To interpret what is learned by these kernels, we use Breakfast Activities dataset. Then, we retrieve the top related video frames to each concept according to the similarity values s , see equation 3. What we observe is the following. In a cascade of PIC layers, we notice that in the bottom layer, the learned concepts are fine-grained and independent of the activity category. For example, as illustrated in figure 7 , the concept "pouring" is irrespective of activities "coffee" or "tea". Also, these concepts can be object-centic as "food box" or action-centric as "cutting".
Long-range Temporal Dependencies. The visualization in figure 8 shows a conceptual overview of how a cascade of PIC layers work. The first layer applies PIC convolution in a sliding window fashion over the temporal dimension.
Each key kernel learns to detect a certain visual evidence. For simplicity, we show in red the activation of only one kernel. After the first layer, we down-sample the temporal dimension and follow with another new PIC layer, which by itself learns a new set of kernels.
Quantitative Analysis
Breakfast is the first dataset we use to test our method. We compare against the three competitive layers for temporal modeling. In this setup, Timeception uses four stacked layers. As for Nonlocal, we found that stacking only two layers yielded the best performance. Lastly, we use four layers of PIC. All the baselines are trained with the same experimental setup. The reason our results, reported in table 5, are much higher than the results reported in Timeception [2] is that we fine-tune the backbone CNN on Breakfast before testing baseline methods. This paper depends on Breakfast as the main test dataset. Thus fine-tuning is necessary.
Method
Backbone Accuracy (%) 3D CNN I3D 80.64 3D CNN + Vlad [47] I3D 82.67 3D CNN + Nonlocal [6] I3D 83.79 3D CNN + Timeception [2] I3D 86.93 3D CNN + PIC I3D 89.84 We observe that both Timeception and PIC outperform the other methods, because they learn deep temporal abstractions using cascaded layers. Nevertheless, PIC outper-Cutting (A07 Salad, A08 Sandwich) A08 A07 Pouring (A02 Coffee, A10 Tea) A02 A10 A01 Food Box (A05 Milk, A01 Cereals) A05 Figure 7 : In a cascade of PIC layers, we notice that in the bottom layer, the learned concepts are fine-grained and independent of the activity category. For example, the concept "Pouring" is irrespective of activities "coffee" or "tea". Also, these concepts can be object-centric as "food box" or action-centric as "cutting". Charades is used as the third dataset for benchmarking our method. This dataset is challenging because it is multi-label classification. A complex action of Charades comprise on average 6 unit-actions. It is important to mention that since the videos of Charades are noticeably shorter than those of Breakfast, we found that only three layers of PIC cascaded on top of the backbone CNN is optimal. Stacking the fourth PIC layer does not bring about improvements in this dataset.
Backbone mAP (%) MultiThumos is chosen as the third and last dataset to experiment our model. We follow the same experimental setup as suggested by [2] and we use their backbone CNN without fine-tuning on MultiThumos. This makes the results reported in table 7 comparable with the results of [2] .
Backbone mAP (%) 3D CNN I3D 72.43 3D CNN + Timeception [2] I3D 74.79 3D CNN + PIC I3D 78.31 Table 7 : PIC improves over related works in recognizing the multi-labeled, long-range videos of MultiThumos.
Conclusion
This paper introduces PIC, Permutation Invariant Convolution, a neural block dedicated to the temporal modeling of long-range activities in videos. It has three properties. First, being invariant to temporal permutations enable it to handle the chaotic temporal orders of long-range activities. Second, it respects temporal locality, so it can learn deep temporal abstractions using a cascade of layers. Third, it uses shared weights, namely key-value pairs, to learn the most representative visual signals in long and noisy videos. We demonstrate the effectiveness of PIC layers, along with its three properties. Most notably, we show how PIC enables existing CNNs to model long-range activities and improve the performance. We benchmark on three datasets of long-range activities, where we improves on the previous methods.
